EnTrain Scholarship – February 2022
Terms & Conditions

1. Terms and Conditions
This scholarship award covers tuition fees equivalent to 100% of all academic terms at AIT only and is not
transferable to other courses offered through AIT, other individuals, or other educational institutions. The
scholarship is not redeemable for cash, and the scholarship winner is not entitled to any monetary refund
under any circumstances.
The scholarship will also include Entain AU providing use of a laptop and assets for the scholarship winner to
use for the purpose of study and during their course at AIT.
This scholarship award covers tuition fees equivalent to 100% of all academic terms at AIT for the relevant
course only and is not transferable or assignable to other courses offered through AIT, other individuals, or
other educational institutions. The scholarship is not redeemable for cash, and the scholarship winner is not
entitled to any monetary refund under any circumstances. The scholarship will also include Entain
AU temporarily providing the scholarship winner a laptop and assets for the scholarship winner to use for the
purpose of study during their course at AIT
Scholarship recipients must be aged 18 years or older at time of course commencement.
AIT will retain full discretion over the scholarship assessment and awarding process, and no appeal process
may be entered into. This scholarship does not cover the cost of books, software, consumables, stationery,
accommodation, or other costs that may be necessary to undertake AIT’s courses.
AIT accepts no responsibility for late, lost, incomplete, incorrectly submitted, delayed, illegible, corrupted, or
misdirected entries.
The scholarship recipient agrees to:


Complete the enrolment form and provide all usual supporting documentation, including a signed
student contract.



Agree to the published policies and procedures.



Commence their course at the agreed upon date and undertake a full-time subject load for at least the
first two terms.
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Agree to participate in promotional activities requested by AIT & Entain from time to time, for a period
extending 6 months after the scholarship benefit period. These activities may include attending
publicity events and student career fairs. AIT may cover any costs to the scholarship winner for
undertaking these promotional activities.



Consent to their name, image, voice and likeness (for example, photographs) being used in AIT and
Entain promotional material.



Acknowledge that should they need to repeat any particular subject, the additional cost of this
repeated subject is not covered by the Scholarship.



Acknowledge that in the event Scholarship recipient ceases full time study, or withdraws from the
course, any remaining scholarship benefit will be forfeited.



Acknowledge that upon the completion of the course and scholarship or if the scholarship is forfeited,
the recipient will return the laptop and any assets, in working condition, to Entain AU (or to AIT, who
will then return the items to Entain AU). If the laptop and any other assets provided by Entain AU are
not returned or are destroyed by the wilful misconduct or negligence of the scholarship winner, then
they will pay to Entain AU the market value of the laptop and the assets as at the time the laptop and
assets were provided (less depreciation and reasonable wear and tear).



Acknowledge that AIT and Entain AU accept no liability for any personal tax implications that may
arise from being awarded this scholarship. Independent financial advice should be sought by the
scholarship winner.

2. Forfeit of Scholarship
Scholarships may be forfeited if the scholarship award holder:
●

Fails to abide by the conduct rules outlined in the CA student handbook.

●

Fails their examinations without good cause.

●

Resigns from their scholarship or discontinues studies at AIT/CA.

●

Commits a breach of any of the rules and conditions outlined in this document.

.
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